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An Origimi I and Natural Method of Coupling Electromagnetic Field 
Equations with Circuit Equations Put in a State Form 

J.F. Charpentier, Y. Lefèvre and H. Piquet 
LEEI- MR CNRS 5828, 2 Rue C. Camichel BP 7122, 31071 Toulouse CEDEX 7 FRANCE 

Abstract- ln this paper a general method of coupling static converters with electromagnetic devices ispresented. This metl od is based on the simultaneoussolution of the conve1 ter equations and the field equations in the electron agnetic devices. The equatic;;ns are established in an automatic way: the circuit equa
tions are put in a st te form and the field equations are discretized using a 2D finite element method. An
original way of linking the two systems of equations isproposed. 

Index terms- Finite element method, eddy currents, static converters, power electronics, coupledproblems. 
1. NTRODUCTION

As the switching requency of the power electronics
circuits increases, par, sitic phenomena due to eddy cur
rents in the magnetic devices like transformers or coils
have to be taken int account. In this paper a gen
eral method based on he coupling of the electromagnetic
field equations and th circuit equations is presented. A
2D finite element me1 hod is used to discretize the field
equations in the electr, magnetic device. Formulations ac
counting for the eddy currents in different types of con
ductor are considered. The circuit equations are set up in
a state form. An origii al way to link the two systems into
a global one is presen ed. To illustrate the global capa
bilities of the obtained software, results of the simulations
of different associatior s of static converters and magnetic
devices are shown.

II. ELECTROM. GNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS

The magnetiè fiel, equations in the electromagnetic
devices are determine from the geometry of the struc
ture and the propertirn of the materials. The final differ
ential system of equati ons in matrix form is mounted by a
2D nodal finite elemeI t method. We obtain the following
system:

d [ Af]{ A} + [ N] dt {, } - [ Pl{ l w} - { Sma} = { 0} ( 1)
d {Uw} - [Q]dt {A}= {O} (2)

Where {A} is the ma1 nctic vector potential at the nodes
of Lhc 111cd!i, {1w } i" tli c vcdor of th" currcnts in the wind
ings. { Uw} is the vect, r of the voltage drops on windings.
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Matrices [Ml, [N], [P] and [Q] are assembled by the nodal
2D finite element method. {Sma } is a vector due to per
manent magnets [1]. This is a general form of the discre
tised magnetic field equations which takes into account ail
kinds of windings: with stranded or solid conductors [2],
[1). These equations can be written in different ways de
pending on how the magnetic structure is supplied. It can
be supplied by currents or voltages. To put in evidence
the kind of supply, the main equations, which contain the
main unknowns and the real sources of the whole sys
tem, must be distinguished from the secondary or output
equations which allow to calculate the other variables as
a funtion of the real sources and the main unknowns.
A. Supplying magnetic devices with currents

If the magnetic device is supplied by currents, the
sources of the magnetic field are the permanent magnets
and the currents in the windings. In this case, the un
knowns of the magnetic equations are the magnetic vector
potential on nodes. The voltage drop on each winding can
be calculated from these unknowns by means of equations
(2) which then constitute the output equations. lt is then
convenient to write the main equations as follows:

d[M]{A} + [N] dt {A}= [P]{Iw} + {Sma} (3)
and the output equations in this manner:

{Uw} = [Q]:
t
{A} (4)

This form of the equations puts in evidence the source in
the righthand side of the main equations and the output
variables in the lefthand side of the secondary equations.
B. Supplying magnetic devices with voltages

In this case, the sources of the whole system are the
permanent magnets and the voltage drops on the wind
ings. The unknowns are the vector potential on nodes
and the currents in the windings. The final system is com
posed of the two equations (1) and (2). It is convenient
to write them in the following way:

[M]{A} + [N] :t {A} - [Pl{[,,} = {Srrw}

[Q]:1{A} = Ww}

(5) 

(6) 

Equations (5) and (6) are the main equations and thcy
put in evidence the sources of the whole system in the
righthand sicle.



Remarks. These two manners of writing the discretised
magnetic field equations show that supplying a magnetic
device by currents is more natural than supplying it with
voltages. In the case of supplying by currents, the sources
of the magnetic fiekb, which are the currents in the wind
ings and the permanent magnets, are homogenous becauce
they are added to the right hand sicle of the main equa
tions (3). In the case of supplying by voltages thcy arc
not homogenous because they don't interact in the same
equations. They are acting in two different equations (5)
and (6). In fact, it is already a case of coupling magnetic
field equations with a very simple clcctric circuit as shown
in the next paragraph.
C. Coupling the field equations with simple circuit equa
tions

In practise, the voltages are applied on the windings by
means of thin wires whose impedances are not 111111. Bach
of these wires can be taken into account by mearn, of a
resistor and an inductor in series with each winding. These
clectric components associated with the supply device and
the magnetic device constituie a simple electric circuit.
The equations are in this case:

[M]{A} + [K]: {A} - [P]{lw} = {Sma}

[ l 
d d R, Uw} + [L,]dt {Iw} + [Q]dt{A} = {U}

(7)

(8)
[R,] and [L.] are diagonal matrices that represcnt the rc
sistors and inductors of the connecting wires. In the pre
ceding paragrnph, the obtained system, in the case of a
supply by means of voltages, is a particular case of this
simple system where the voltages are applied directly on
the windings:

(9)
III. STATE EQUATIONS OF AN ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
From the description of the topology of the circuit,

Welsh's algorithm allows to determine a normal tree [3],
[4], [5], [l]: the circuit is subdivided into branches and
links. The branches are in priority voltage sources, capac
itors and resistors. The Kirchhoff's laws give the following
equations:

(10)
Where ½ and 11 are the voltages and currents of links,
Vb and h are the voltages and currents of branches. The
voltage-current relations of the passive components are

U=IU U = LdI/dl l = (;dV/dt (11)
With the relations (10) and (11), the circuit equations can
be put in a state form:

d

d {X}= [A]{X} + [B]{E} + [D]�{ E} (12)
t & 

{ X} is the vector of state variables of the circuit which are
the voltage drops on branch capacitors and the currents in
inductors in links. { E} is the vector of voltage and current
sources of the circuit. Any vector {Y} of variables of the
electric circuit can be expressed easily by means of the
state variables and the vector of the sources.

{}'} = [P]{X} + [G]{E} + [H]�{E} (13)dt 
IV. CouPLING THE FIELD AND CIRCUIT EQUATIONS

\Vhen the circuit equations are expressed in statc
form, there are two ways to account for the windings of
the magnetic devices on the circuit level. They can be
considered as current or voltage sources.
A. Windings cunsidwrPd as current sources

If the windings arc considered as currcnt sources on
the circuit level, the currents { Iw} in these windings are
part of the vector of the sources in the state equations of
the circuit. Separating the real sources frorn the current
sources representing the windings, the circuit equations
can be written in the following way:

d . . . 
dt 

{X}= [A]{X} + [B!]{h'} + [B/,]{Jw}
- d - d +[D�]dt{E}+ [Di,]dt{Iw} (14)

The matrices [B] and [D] are separated into two blocks,
marked 'e' for the one concerned by the real sources of
the circuit and marked 'b' for the one concerned by the
current sources representing the windings. The voltage
drops on the windings are part of the output vector:

{U} = [F;]{X} + [G�]{E} + [Gi]{Jw}+
[H�] ! {E} + [Ht] :t Uw} (15)

On the other hand, the sources of the magnetic field equa
tions are in part the voltage drops on the windings and
the currents in them are part of the unknowns. This cor
responds to the case of supplying the magnetic device by
voltages and the magnetic field equations are written in
the form of equations (7) and (8) [5]. After the climination of the voltage drops { U} on the
windings from equations (8) and (15), we obtain the sys
tem of diffcrential equations:

[M]{A} + [K] ! {A} - [P]{Iw} = {Sma} (16)

d - . d [Qb] dt {A}+ ([R,] - [G:,J){lw} + ([L,] - [HW dt {Iw}
-[F;]{X} = [G�l{E} + [H!]: {E} (17)

d . . d 

dt {X} - [A]{X} - [B/,]Uw} - [D�] dt {Iw}
= [ B!] { E} + [D�] ! { E} (18)



The right hand side f the system is composed of thepermanent magnets, tl e vector of the real, current andvoltage, sources of the < ircuit and its time derivative. Theunknowns are the pote tial vector on nodes, the currents in the windings of the I agnetic device and the state variables of the circuit. 'Ihe voltage drops on the windingsare calculated by the o tput equations of the•circuit (15)or the second equation of the magnetic field (8). Reference [5] show that with some hypotheses thiscoupled system can b< simplified by eliminating, in theequations (18), the tirr e derivative of the currents in thewindings. We can se< that between the magnetic fieldequations (16) and the lectric circuit equations (18) thereis a third equation whi, h can be called coupling equations(17). Reference [6] sh ws that this equation cannot beeliminated if the above hypotheses hold. 
B. Windings considere as voltage sources

In this case, the ,oltage drops on the windings arepart of the sources of the circuit. The circuit equationscan then be written as follows:
! {X}= [A]{x: + [B:]{E} + [B�]{Uw}

+[I�]:t{E}+[D:]:t{Uw} (19)

The matrices [B] � d [D] are splitted into two blocs,marked 'e' �hen they are related with the real sourcesof the circuit, marked 'v' when they are related with thevoltage sources repres< nting the windings. The currentsin the. windings are pa t of the output vector:
Uw} = [Fu]{X} [G�]{E} + [G�]{Uw}+

. [H:J! {E} + [H::,]:
t 
{Uw} (20)

On the other hanc , the currents in the windings arepart of the sources of Il agnetic field and the voltage drops on windings among t e output. This situation corresponds to the case of E upplying the magnetic device withcurrents and the mag1 etic field is governed by the equations (3): 
d [M]{A} + [K]
dt 

{A}= [P]{lw} + {Sma} (21)
To this equation, the o tput equations (4) must be added:

(22)

After the eliminati n of {lw} and of the output circuitequations (20), we obtain the coupled equations: 
[M]{A} + [K]! {A}- [P][F"]{X} - [P][G�]{Uw }-

[P][H:J!{Uw} =
{Sma} + [P][G�]{E} + [Pl[H:] :t {E} (23)

{Uw}=[Q]:t{A} (24)

:t{X}- [A]{X}-[B;]{Uw}-[D:J!{Uw}
= [B�]{E} + [D�]!{E} (25)

Reference [l] shows that the time derivative of {Uw}can be eliminated in equations (23) and (25) if the resistor and the induc_tor in series with the windings are takeninto account at the circuit level. We remark that between the magnetic field equation (23) and the electric equation(25) there is a third equatim.). (24) which is the outputequations of the magnetic field. This equation and the term { U w } can be eliminated together. These eliminationsare possible because the coupling in this case is perfect: one of the sources of the magnètic field, the currents in thewindings, are part of the circuit output equations and thevoltage drop on winding, which are a part of the source ofthe circuit, are the output of the magnetic field [6]. A global and unique system of differential equationscan be obtained [l]. The source of the whole system arethe real sources of the circuit and the permanent magnets in the magnetic device. The unkowns are the vector potential on nodes and the state variables of the circuit. The currents and the voltage drops on the windings arecalculated by means of the two output equations (20) and(24). The switches are modelled by binary value resistors . The evolution of the sequences of the converter is managed by a colored Petri net representation of the switches. The places in the Petri net characterise the state of theswitches and the validation of the transitions of the netare fonction of the switching conditions [3]. This methodallows to simulate the association between the circuit andthe electromagnetic device without knowing 'a priori' theoperating sequences of the converter. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We present here the results of simulations of a seriesresonant inverter obtained by the presented method. Theinverter is shown on figure 1. The value of the components of the converter are :
C = 0.150µF, E = lOV and R = 15r.!. The switchingfrequency of the converter is 20kH z. Figure 2 shows theCUl'l'lmt in thi:i coil (LoH) and the voltage a.cross the capacitor (Vcapa ) in two different cases: in the first case theconductivity of the core is high and in the second case thisconductivity is null. At the initial time ail the variables are equal to zero. We can see the influence of the value of the conductivity



Fig. 1. Series resonant inverter with n1agnetic c:oil 

With cddy currcnl!; (çonJw;civc rnutcrial) 

Without eddy currenti. (non-conductive maœrial) 

Fig. 2. Effect of the conductivity of the core: Dashed line: the 
conductivity is rmlL Solicl line: concluctivity is high 

of the core on the waveforms of the current in the coil and 
of the voltage drop on the capacitor. ,ve have another 
simulation. In this simulation the core of the inductance 
has been removcd and the stranded conductors winding is 
replaced by a winding made of 1 mm square circular solid 
conductors. This windings has 20 coils of 21 mm radius. 
The other conditions remaining the same, we oLtain the 
resu[!,s showu in figure (3). We can see the effect of the 
induced currents in the conductors of the windings. 
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A vcc COW'at1ts de Foucault dans les conducteurs 

Sans cour.mts de Foucault dans les conducteurs. 

Fig. 3. Effect of the conductivity of the winding solid conduc
tors: Dashed line: stranded conductors, Solid line: solid 
conductors 

VI. CONCLCSION

In !.his paper a general method to simulate the asso
ciation of converters with magnet ic deviœs is presented. 
This method is based on the sirnultaneous solution of the 
field equations in the elec!.romagnetic devices and the cir
cuit equations of static converters. An original and natu
ral way of coupling the two sets of equations is proposed. 
This solution allows to take into account the eddy currents 
in different kind of conductors as the solid conductors in 
windings. An example of application is presented. H deals 
wiU1 a series resonan!, inverter associated with different 
rnagnetic coilR. The quality of the simulation results il
lustra!,es the capabilities of the proposed modelling and 
offers very interesting perspectives in the analysis of the 
association of converters with electrornagnetic devices. 
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